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AHC has distinguished 
itself as the premier 
children’s teaching 

hospitals in northern 
Cambodia.

L
ast year alone, AHC had 

more than 168,000 patient 

visits and educated more 

than 10,000 healthcare workers 

from AHC and local organizations. 

Throughout the year, there 

were multiple opportunities for 

medical and non-medical staff 

to improve their knowledge 

through Continuing Medical 

Education (CME), Continuing 

Nursing Education (CNE), bedside 

training and case review; the 

AHC Residency Program; local, 

national and international training, 

presentations and lectures. 

Additionally, through the External 

Program Department, AHC also 

trained government healthcare 

workers in 38 hospitals throughout 

Cambodia.

Medical 
Leadership 

Message

Dear Friends,

2014 was an extremely exciting year at Angkor Hospital 
for Children. Our accomplishments this year are the result 
of incredibly hard-working and dedicated staff, as well 
as our wonderful partners, volunteers and donors. AHC 
underwent many physical changes this year: we were able 
to complete the renovation of our Outpatient Department, 
thus decreasing chronic over-crowding and giving patients 
the privacy they deserve and we began construction on 
an extension for the Emergency Room and Intensive Care 
Unit that will allow us to separate emergency and non-
emergency patients better than ever before.

I hope you delight in reading about the many 
achievements of 2014 including the treatment of 14 
patients with eye cancer; AHC’s doctors performed their 
first unassisted open heart surgery, and the increase in our 
residency program. 

AHC’s staff remains unwaveringly dedicated to Kenro Izu’s 
founding vision, and work tirelessly to provide quality 
compassionate care to Cambodia’s children. We hope 
that the 2014 Annual Report will convey the significance 
of your help—without our supporters, none of this would 
be possible.  Once again, 2014 proved to be an exemplary 
year at AHC, and we look forward to what 2015 has to 
bring.

Sincerely,

ChanPheaktra Ngoun, M.D, DCH, DTMH
Hospital Director

Angkor Hospital for Children
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M e s s a g e  f r o m  B o a r d  C h a i r m a n ,  R o b e r t  G a z z i  a n d  A H C  F o u n d e r ,  K e n r o  I z u

In early 2015, AHC initiated a significant change in management structure following the departure of Executive Director Dr. William 
(Bill) Housworth, who left the hospital after seven years of outstanding commitment and leadership. Thanks to Dr. Bill, AHC has 
advanced in so many different areas of healthcare. He raised the standards of quality, increased the scope of healthcare services 
and encouraged many more new medical practices at AHC. In addition he facilitated AHC being able to treat many more children 
every year. For this everyone at AHC is truly grateful.
 

Following Dr. Bill’s resignation, the board had an opportunity to revisit the hospital management structure. This is in line with a 
transition that began in 2012 from a US-led NGO to one that is Asian-based and involves more local management. This included 
the substitution of the Executive Director position with a six-member Executive Committee (ExCom) that will jointly manage the 
hospital.
 

The ExCom team includes a new Managing Director, a post taken up by Dr Claudia Turner, who since 2012 has jointly led the 
AHC-based Cambodia Oxford Medical Research Unit (COMRU); Hospital Director Dr. Ngoun Chanpheaktra who has, of course, 
been with AHC since its founding; Chief Operating Officer, Tep Navy, who retains his position; a Chief Business Officer, who is yet 
to be appointed; Education Director Dr. Rathi Guhadasan, a UK pediatrician recently appointed to replace Dr. Varun Kumar, who 
also should be thanked for his many years of hard work on behalf of the hospital;  a Public Health Service Director, also yet to be 
appointed.

We believe this new AHC management structure more accurately reflects the vision of the hospital: this is not to be simply a 
centre of pediatric clinical excellence in Cambodia. AHC also strives to be a unique education centre for medical professionals 
and to fulfill its commitment to helping achieve a stronger health system for the entire country, working with the Ministry of 
Health, the Provincial Hospitals and local Health Centres.
 

Another very positive development for the hospital this year is the appointment of three senior Cambodian AHC staff 
members to the Board of Directors: Hospital Director Dr. Ngoun Chanpheaktra; Prak Manila, currently on study leave in 
Bangkok from her position as AHC External Program Director; and Chief Operating Officer Tep Navy. This brings the total 
number of board members to 12, following the departure of Hartmut Giesecke and Akio Matsushima, who we also would like 
to thank for their kind and dedicated service to AHC.
 

April 2015
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“
Angkor  Hospita l  for  Chi ldren is  a 
spec ia l  p lace.  Ever  s ince we opened 
our  doors  in  1999,  with  just  10 

Cambodian doctors  and nurses ,  we have 
been a  force for  good in  pediatr ic  health. 
Our  medica l  staff  cont inuously  str ives  to 
provide h igh-qual i ty  care  for  our  pat ients 
through Educat ion,  Treatment  and 
Prevent ion.  I  am so happy to  be a  part 
of  an organizat ion that  i s  as  dedicated to 
grass-roots  medica l  care  as  AHC:  we have 
grown from a pr imar i ly  fore ign-staffed 
hospita l  to  over  99% Cambodian,  across 
medica l  and non-medica l  departments .

We have trans i t ioned from a smal l 
hospita l  with  only  an Inpat ient  and 
Outpat ient  Department  to  a  large fac i l i ty 
inc luding Intens ive  Care Unit ,  Eye-Cancer 
treatment  fac i l i ty,  Neo-nata l  Unit  and 
many outreach programs,  with  more 
than 168,000 pat ient  v is i ts   annual ly. 
Our  outreach programs have made an 
enormously  pos i t ive  impact  upon rura l 
and publ ic  health  care,  and our  dedicat ion 
to  constant  improvement  i s  unpara l le led. 
I  am so proud to  be part  of  th is  incredib le 
team.

AHC is  507 employees  strong ,  with 
each one of  us  committed to  personal 
and profess ional  growth.  Being able  to 
provide l i fe-sav ing serv ices  to  Cambodia’s 
most  vulnerable  populat ions  i s  a  t ru ly 
awesome pr iv i lege”

-  Dr.  Ngeth P ises , 
Medica l  D irector

“In the last few years, the 
number of patients has 
continued to increase. This is 
because Cambodian families 
know they can trust us with 
the health of their children. 
Our doctors and nurses have 
trained to be nothing short of 
excellent.”

– Pin Prasith,
OPD Nursing Unit Manager

“During the 11 years I have 
worked at AHC, I have seen the 
number of patients increasing 
every day. I love being able to 
help families as they arrive, 
especially when I get to deliver 
good news, like the scheduling 
of a heart surgery.  I have 
learned a lot about leadership 
and communication, and I am 
very happy with the way my 
team works together to help 
AHC’s patients.”

– Em Sorin, 
Security Team Leader

“I can’t pick just one thing I love 
about AHC, because it is such 
a wonderful place to work. I 
am constantly learning from 
patients and their challenges. I 
like learning how to individualize 
treatment for patients, and 
working with international 
volunteers to expand our 
skills. One of the things I like 
best is when parents become 
comfortable with our work, and 
aren’t afraid to help with their 
child’s physio treatment.”

– Tan Sethy
Physiotherapist Team Leader

“ My favorite things about 
working at AHC are providing 
compassionate care through 
counseling and health 
education to the children and 
families that visit AHC, and 
working to improve health care 
workers’ knowledge at AHC and 
elsewhere. By working together 
we are able to provide better 
health care to sick children in 
Cambodia.”

– Peng Khunchanphaktra,
HIV/Homecare Nursing Manager

What I like best about working at 
AHC is the compassionate care 
we offer in all of our services. At 
AHC, we provide comprehensive 
support for children and their 
families, offering counseling 
and treatment for non-physical 
conditions. Mental welfare is 
an important part of health. I 
want to provide the best care 
possible to children, especially 
those living in vulnerable or risky 
situations. 

–Dim Sophearin,
Manager of Social Work Unit

V O I C E S  O F  A H C

“In my 8 years at AHC, I have 
seen AHC grow immensely: 
our neonatal unit is fully 
functioning, our staff truly 
understands the meaning of 
compassionate care and the 
entirety of AHC does its best 
to work as a cohesive team. 
Because of our reputation, 
parents bring their children to 
AHC because they are confident 
that we will provide them with 
quality care.”

– Phot Nget,
Vice Chief of Neonatal Unit

“When I was around 12 years 
old, I was admitted to AHC’s 
Inpatient Department with 
meningitis. Despite being very 
ill, I dreamed of one day joining 
AHC in whatever capacity I 
could. After graduating from 
high school, I was hired as 
a family service assistant at 
AHC. I consider myself lucky 
to help families during their 
treatment process at AHC.”

– Lam Lav,
Family Service Assistant

“Since 2011, I have seen 
many positive changes and 
improvements at AHC. Many 
new buildings have been built 
and fully equipped, many new 
staff members have been hired 
and trained,  and patients with 
unfamiliar ailments have been 
successfully treated at AHC. As 
AHC grows in size, capacity and 
capability, the financial need 
also grows at the same time. Our 
financial supporters enable us to 
meet our patients’needs.”

– Sovann Reat Pronith,
Senior Grants Officer

“I have spent most of my life 
working with children, and am 
so happy to be able to continue 
this work through AHC. I am part 
of the team that works behind 
the scenes to secure funding to 
continue AHC’s incredible work. 
I believe children are the most 
valuable resource we have, and I 
love working at AHC because we 
truly care about the well-being 
of all children in Cambodia. “

– Sam Soula,
External Relations Officer
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2014 2013

168,226 Total number of patient visits 152,723

125,732 Outpatient Department treatments 115,570

3,405 Inpatient Department patients discharged 3,622

1,170 Low-Acuity Unit patients discharged 1,178

20,603 Emergency Room patients discharged 18,126

807 Intensive Care Unit patients discharged 729

1,441 Social Work counseling sessions 1,385

3,370 Physiotherapy patients 2,856

13,954 Dental patient visits 12,384

12,570 Eye Clinic consultations 10,504

434 Neonates discharged 341

21,232 Patient visits to the Satellite OPD 18,455

1,600 Discharge from AHC’s Satellite IPD 1,580

659 Satellite Emergency Room patients 572

1,658 Major surgeries performed 1,663

11,193 X-ray & Ultrasound procedures 10,499

97,875 Lab tests performed 96,416

M o s t  C o m m o n  D i a g n o s e s

 Lower respiratory infections 
 Dengue Fever
 Gastroenteritis
 Neonatal infections
 Dysentery

 Sepsis

 Asthma

 Malnutrition
 Typhoid
 Meningitis

Confidence

H o w  A H C  H e l p s

Approximately 4 million Cambodians live 
on less than $1.25 per day, and 37% of 
children under the age of 5 suffer from 
chronic malnutrition. The majority of our 
patients come from these impoverished 
families, for whom transportation is 
sometimes an insurmountable cost.

Our Social Work Unit offers travel 
allowances for families in need upon 
their arrival. We also provide food for 
families during their child’s stay.

A major problem facing successful 
treatment in Cambodia is a general lack 
of confidence in the health care sector. 
Parents too often wait until their child is 
seriously ill to seek medical attention, and 
by the time they reach AHC illnesses are 
sometimes so advanced that treatment is 
impossible.

During their stay, AHC’s nutrition 
program provides children and families 
with food rations, access to a kitchen 
area for meal preparation, and clean, 
safe drinking water.

Cambodian families are no different than 
any other: when a child is sick, many family 
members travel to AHC in order to be near 
to their loved one. Unfortunately, these 
families cannot afford to stay in hotels and 
are often concerned about shelter during 
their child’s treatment.

After closing hours, AHC opens up the 
waiting area as a place for families 
to sleep. Families are provided with 
mosquito nets, mats, access to 
bathrooms and showers, and around the 
clock security. 

B a r r i e r s  t o  C a r e

Nutrition is always a concern for families 
living in poverty, and never more so than 
when they are away from home. Without 
cooking facilities, families may not be able 
to afford the food and water they need.

AHC’s External Program Department 
works directly with the Ministry of 
Health and various NGO partners to 
improve quality healthcare throughout 
the country. When more people have 
confidence in the medical system, fewer 
children will reach critical condition.
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Social Work
In 2010 AHC recognized the need for social 

support among our patients and opened 
our Social Work Department. The first 
of its kind at a hospital in Cambodia, our 

Social Work Unit works with families who 

need counseling both at the hospital and 

in their homes. We provide counseling for 

survivors of sexual and physical abuse, for 

children who have been adandoned and 

for children living with chronic conditions. 

2014 was a year of big improvements: not 

only did we provide a total of 964 patients 
and families with 1,469 counseling 

sessions, but met the growing need for 

follow-up in cases of child abandonment 

(up from 676 families and 1,385 sessions 

in 2013). With the addition of one social 
worker and one play therapist, our 

team was able to provide 260 follow-up 

sessions for sexual abuse cases. A better 
relationship with AHC’s medical staff  was 
formed, which enabled social workers 

2 0 1 4  D e p a r t m e n t  H i g h l i g h t s
Outpatient Department
The Outpatient Department (OPD) 
remains the busiest department at AHC as 

it is the first stop during a patient’s visit. 
In 2014, the OPD improved its efficiency 
by more quickly identifying common 
conditions such as upper respiratory 
infections, diarrhea, typhoid, dengue and 
malnutrition. This was due in-part to an 
increase in staff: in 2013, the OPD had 
only 7 full-time doctors and 14 nurses and 
in 2014 had 12 full-time doctors and 18 
nurses.

This increase in human resources allowed 

doctors to shorten waiting time for 
patients, provide more attention to each 
child and ensure that family members 

understood not only their child’s illness 
and treatment plan, but also that AHC 

would help with certain financial burdens. 
A concerted effort was made to monitor 

patients in the waiting area, making sure 
to chart any and all new or changing 

symptoms. This enabled doctors and 

nurses to more quickly identify emergency 
cases as well as to direct patients to the 
correct unit. 

In order to carry out AHC’s mission of 
education, information sessions about 
hygiene, typhoid, chicken pox and how 

to properly use mosquito nets are carried 

out in the waiting area. This is an excellent 
way to educate children and their families, 

and to pass on valuable information to our 
community. Thanks to the OPD renovation 
completed in 2014, overall patient flow, 
privacy, efficiency and care improved 
greatly in 2014.

Emergency Room/Intensive 
Care Unit
The Emergency Room (ER) and Intensive 

Care Unit (ICU) are where AHC’s most 
critical patients are treated. Most of the 
patients who are admitted are already 
dangerously ill, due primarily to late arrival. 

Our staff does its utmost to immediately 
identify and separate emergency patients 
so that they can receive the immediate 

attention they need. Our ER and ICU 
staff are all trained in Advanced Pediatric 
Life Support and use their knowledge to 

quickly see to each patient. There was 

an increase from 16,506 ER patients 
discharged in 2013 to 18,448 in 2014 and 

from 729 (2013) to 736 (2014) patients 
discharged from the ICU. 

While the change in number of patients 
was only slight, there was a significant 
increase in the severity of illnesses seen: 

this was not due to a change in illnesses, 

but because parents seemed to be waiting 
longer to come to AHC. This increase 

in severity was met with an increased 

survival rate, thanks to the addition 
of vital equipment such as ventilators. 
The number of central line procedures, 

whereby a patient receives medication 
and fluids through a catheter placed in the 
neck, chest, or groin, increased from 1% 

to 5%, showing that the staff’s expertise 
is growing.

We look forward to the final phase in our 
current expansion so that we can better 
focus on services in 2015.

and doctors to work together to provide 

families with the support that they 

needed. Occasionally, family members 

wish to Leave Against Medical Advice 
(LAMA cases) for a variety of reasons—
in these situations, our social workers 
explain the importance of continuing their 
child’s treatment at AHC. Out of 100 LAMA 
cases, only 8 families ultimately decided to 
leave. In 2015 the Social Work Unit will be 

adding 4 more staff, allowing us to work 
more consistently with each department. 

Physiotherapy
Throughout 2014, AHC’s Physiotherapy 
Unit has continued to make vast 
improvements.  An increased number 

of services were provided to children 

who needed post-operative therapy or 
with neurological disabilities, respiratory 
problems and speech impediments.  

Following AHC’s mission of Treatment, 
Education, Prevention, the Physiotherapy 
team focused on treating the cause of 
patients’ disabilities instead of treating 
the symptoms. 

Specific improvements were made 
in treating Kinematic Imbalance due 
to Suboccipital Strain Syndrome (or 

KISS) thanks to a team of international 
volunteers who offered our staff training 

on effective spine mobilization techniques. 
KISS is a motor control problem where a 
patient’s head joint is out of alignment. 
Our physiotherapy staff always encourages 
parents to watch and participated  in their 
child’s rehabilitation, and provide hand-
outs on specific at-home care instructions 
for simple exercises. This empowers 

parents to take an active role in their child’s 
recovery.  In 2014, the Physiotherapy Unit 
treated 3,370 children—an increase of 
nearly 1,000 patients from 2013. 
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Dental Clinic
AHC’s Dental Clinic has been working tirelessly since its inception in 2000 to combat the poor dental health that negatively affects 
so many Cambodian children. This can 

impact quality of life from all angles: 

increased pain while eating, acute and 
chronic infections, general discomfort and 
disfigurement are all side-effects of bad 
dental hygiene.

There are many barriers that hinder 

Cambodian children from maintaining 

good dental health: a general lack of 

understanding about the importance of 

good dental hygiene in conjunction with 
high cost and low availability of dental 

clinics have resulted in relatively poor 
dental health for many Cambodians. 

Our clinic uses education programs, in 
partnership with the Homecare Unit, to 

take a multifaceted approach to dental 
education.
 

2014 saw an increase in dental restorations, 
such as fillings, and an overall increase in 
patients: in 2013, the clinic treated over 300 patients per month, and in 2014 this number more than tripled to over 1000. The Dental 
Clinic’s ability to treat more patients was due to an increase in equipment and facilities, although privacy is still an issue. Our fluoride 
program works in primary schools to provide flouride treatments, and was expanded from 2 to 4 primary schools. The Dental Clinic hopes 
to have a resident oral surgeon in the near future.

HIV/Homecare
AHC’s HIV/Homecare Unit (HHU) provides 
in-home care for children who require 

regular medical attention but find travel 
to AHC impossible or difficult. Not only 
do they provide medical care, but the 

HHU also provides follow-up assessment, 

treatment, social support, counseling and 

health education for children and families. 
The HHU implements projects to grow 
food in gardens to fight malnutrition, build 
wells to combat waterborne illnesses  and 

supply mosquito nets to prevent malaria.  

50% of the HHU’s patients are HIV 
positive while the remainder suffer from 
developmental disabilities, congenital 
heart disease, malnutrition and other 
serious illnesses. A very important part 

of HIV care is education: people who 
are HIV positive can be ostracized by 
their communities because of a lack of 
knowledge. The education component 
has focused on creating Pediatric Peer 
Educators (PPE):  PPEs are HIV positive 

volunteers trained by AHC’s HIV/
Homecare program who then educate 

their communities on the realities of HIV 
and ways in which to lead a healthy life 

with HIV. In 2013, there were 156 peer-
education sessions reaching 263 people—
in 2014, the number of sessions increased 

to 355 reaching a total of 641 people. 

There were a total of 3,438 Homecare visits 

in 2014, up from 3,004 Homecare visits in 

2013. This is a huge accomplishment for 

the HHU.

In the wake of an HIV outbreak in rural 
Roka village, AHC’s HIV Program has 
been working with local organizations to 
provide support. The HIV team assesses 
the most effective ways to help the 
estimated 212 people allegedly infected 
by an unlicensed doctor in December. 

As a leader in Cambodia’s fight against 
pediatric HIV, AHC will do its utmost to 
assist the infected people of Roka. 



External Program Department
The External Programs Department (EPD) is the umbrella for our Capacity 
Building Health Education (CBHEP) and the Health Services Strengthening 
Programs (HSSP).  This year, the EPD continued to expand its work 
with public referral hospitals, focusing on staff trainings as well as 
implementing national healthcare policies including clinical practice 
guidelines, nursing protocols and a medical code of ethics. In 

partnership with local physicians, EPD staff gave trainings on proper 
identification and treatment protocols relative to  severe acute 
malnutrition, one of the most common diagnoses at public hospitals.  

In 2014 the EPD reached more community members than ever. In all, 502 
people received first-aid training. In addition, studies to measure the levels 
of E. Coli in water sources were conducted and in partnership with Caring 

for Cambodia (CFC) the EPD implemented a health education project in 
local primary schools. The EPD also provided health center training in 
several different provinces with the assistance of University Research Corporation (URC). 
Education topics include general health and hygiene, identification and treatment of malaria, correct triage procedures and healthcare 
policy implementation. 

Meet Chinda* 

C
hinda is a twelve-year old boy  who lives 60km away from Siem Reap city, and who is HIV positive. He first came to AHC at the age 
of 3, when he developed a fever as a result of an infected wound. On his third visit to AHC, our doctors decided to test for HIV 
because the wound simply wouldn’t heal even with proper treatment. Chinda tested positive for HIV.

Chinda was born with HIV: both of his parents died from a combination of AIDS and TB when he was very young, and he now lives with 
his loving grandmother and two older brothers. After his grandfather died from hypertension two years ago, Chinda, his brothers and 
his grandmother became very poor. Chinda did not need to take ARVs until he was 9, when his CD4 count dropped dramatically. Before 
this time, however, the HIV/Homecare Unit  provided his grandmother with a water filter, seeds, an open well, money for two-way 
transport to AHC and housing repairs.  Before the HIV/Homecare Unit offered these services to Chinda and his grandmother, Chinda 
spent his days catching frogs and fish to eat because they had no source of income.

Chinda has been taking ARVs for 4 years and besides an infected wound that continues 
to be monitored by AHC, he appears to be in good health.  An important part of the 

HIV/Homecare Unit is empowering patients and caregivers with knowledge. Our 
team worked with Chinda’s grandmother to fully explain HIV, the treatment Chinda 
was receiving and taught her practical caregiving skills, such as how to read a clock to 
ensure proper dosage. Chinda and his grandmother are fiercely independent, and take 
their responsibilities very seriously. 

Chinda is studying in grade 5 at a nearby school that he attends every afternoon. 
Because of AHC’s compassionate medical staff, Chinda and his grandmother have the 
knowledge they need to make Chinda’s life as healthy and happy as possible. 

*Patient’s name has been changed for confidentiality
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When Rita was just 2 years old, her mother noticed a white reflection in her left eye, 
and that sometimes her eyes appeared to look in different directions. Her mother 
first purchased medicine for Rita in the village pharmacy but after several days, 

Rita’s condition had not improved. Her parents next took her to Preah Ang Duong Hospital for 
treatment. Upon arrival, the medical team conducted tests and, after a one-night stay, Rita was 
diagnosed with a form of eye cancer known as retinoblastoma. 

As a result of our outreach and communication efforts, Preah Ang Duong Hospital’s staff knew 
that AHC had recently added eye cancer treatment to its range of services. As Preah Ang Duong 
Hospital does not have the capacity to provide cancer care, staff advised Rita and her parents to 
get to AHC as soon as possible. 

Rita’s family lives in Kendal province, about 320km away from Siem Reap in southeastern 
Cambodia. The cost of transport was a major barrier. Luckily, Rita’s parents were able to borrow 
money from a neighbor and make the five hour journey in December 2014.  Upon their arrival, 
Dr. Phara, our Chief of Opthamology, confirmed that the source of Rita’s eye problems was an 
advanced malignant retinoblastoma tumor in her left eye. Unfortunately, because the cancer 
was in such an advanced stage, Dr. Phara determined that Rita’s left eye needed to be removed 
to prevent the cancer from metastasizing to her right eye. After discussing her condition and 
operation with Rita’s parents, Rita’s left eye was removed by our ophthalmology team. She was 
soon transferred to our Inpatient Department (IPD), where she was monitored by our medical 
team for three days. Rita is now cancer-free, and her right eye appears to be completely normal. 
Rita will continue to have follow-up appointments with our ophthalmology team to ensure that 
she remains cancer-free. 

When Rita first reached AHC, her parents were terribly worried.  After speaking with and learning 
from our medical and ophthalmology teams, her parents felt confident that Rita was in good 
hands. We are glad that Rita was referred to AHC so quickly and that we were able to provide her 
with the care she needs.

Meet Rita* 
One of AHC ’s f irst  patients to receive chemotherapy 
treatment

*Patient’s name has been changed for confidentiality

In 2013, Angkor Hospital for Children 
began offering comprehensive 
cancer treatment for children with 
retinoblastoma, a rapidly growing tumor 
behind the eye. In developed countries, 
retinoblastoma is an easily treated form 
of eye cancer, with over 95% cure rates. 
In Cambodia however, this is not the 
case.

In 2014, AHC treated 14 cases of 
retinoblastoma. Unfortunately, four 
of our patients died and two patients 
have ceased seeking treatment against 
medical advice. Six patients will continue 
receiving treatment into 2015. Offering 
new treatments to these children was an 
incredible step in AHC’s capabilities, and 
we look forward to similar innovations in 
the future.

A H C  M o v e s  F o r w a rd 
i n t o  C a n c e r  C a re



In 2014 the Neonatal Unit at AHC looked after over 350 babies who were less than 

four weeks of age. The majority of babies were admitted for the treatment of an 

infection. Treatment for neonate infections is given over the course of at least five 

days and is often life-saving. Worldwide nearly half of all infant (under 5 years old) 

deaths occur in babies less than four weeks of age. The most common causes of 

neonatal death are complications from premature birth or acquired infection. AHC’s 

Neonatal Unit is working to solve these challenges in neonatal care. In order to 

promote good practice for neonatal care within Cambodia, the team have been 

welcoming Cambodian medical practitioners to the unit in order to teach them 

essential skills to for technical neonatal care.

N e o n a t a l  C a r e  a t  A H C

“Seeing the quality care we 

provide neonates makes their 

parents confident and hopeful.”

    - Dr. Phot Nget, 

  Vice Chief of Neonatal Unit
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 America - University of California San Diego 

 Australia - Open Heart International
 Italy - Mission Bambini Heart Team

 Singapore-based Heart Team

 Switzerland-based Heart Team

2 0 1 4  V o l u n t e e r  H e a r t  T e a m s

Moving Heart Care Forward

Each year, more than 50,000 children are born with Congenital Heart Diseases (CHDs) in Southeast Asia. Today, 
there are an estimated 40,000 Cambodian children living with CHDs, and 3,000 more children are born with the 
condition each year.

In 2014, AHC welcomed five volunteer cardiac surgical teams from around the world to continue the training of AHC 
Heart Team (Surgeons, Doctors, Anesthetists and Nurses) over the course of 129 heart operations. Included in these 
surgeries were two Tetralogy of Fallot repairs, marking an important advancement in the complexity of cases that can 
be performed at AHC. Most notably in 2014, the AHC Heart Team performed its first unassisted open heart surgery, 
while the volunteer team stood by for support. As AHC’s Heart Team continues to advance their skills through close 
collaboration with the visiting teams, it is hoped that the more than 1,000 children on the heart surgery waiting list will 
soon be able to return home to their friends and families with new healthy lives and renewed hope for the future.

Until September, 2014, six-year-old Buntha* 
had given up hope on his dream to go to school. 
Today, Buntha and his mother remain happy and 
hopeful for the future.

When Buntha was just a one and a half years old and learning how to walk, he 
wandered off too close to the street while playing with his sister just in front 
of their house. A motorbike managed to avoid hitting Buntha and pushed him 
out of harm’s way at the last second. Still, the boy was knocked unconscious in 
the accident, and his mother immediatly took him to the local Health Center.
It was here that a bigger problem with Buntha’s health became apparent, and 
he was referred to AHC for further assessment. 

The following day , Buntha and his 
mother got in a pick-up truck taxi 

to take them to AHC. After being seen by AHC’s Cardiologist, Dr. Ngeth Pises, 
Buntha was diagnosed with a rare, complex Congenital Heart Defect called 
Tetralogy of Fallot (ToF).

Buntha was immediately put on AHC’s heart surgery waiting list, where he 
remained for four years, during which, Buntha was not allowed to go to school 

because his teachers did not 
understand his condition. 

When a visiting heart team arrived at AHC, Buntha and 11 other children 
were in line to receive surgery. After a life-saving open heart surgery, Buntha’s 
heart defect was corrected and he has made a full recovery. Buntha is now 
now thrilled to be able to go to school.

*Patient’s name has been changed for confidentiality
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Clinical Treatment and Care
Patient numbers have increased across 
all departments at AHC Satellite Clinic, 
and most significantly by 15% in the 
Outpatient Department (18,455 patients 
in 2013 to 21,232 patients in 2014) and 
Emergency room (572 patients admitted 
in 2013 to 659 patients admitted in 2014). 

2014 was the beginning of a new and exciting phase for the AHC Satellite 
Clinic. Building on our strong foundation, even greater progress was 
made by increasing the number of medical residents on longer rotation, 
improving quality care and providing broader education activities, all 
while meeting the demand of an increasing number of patients. 

AHC Satellite Clinic

To date, Satellite 
has treated and 
cared for over 
90,000 patients. 

New Developments
Perhaps the biggest accomplishment 
of the Satellite Clinic in 2014 was the 
opening of our Neonatal Program. The 
on-site Neonatal Unit includes a six bed 
Special Care Baby Unit (SCBU), separate 
medication and milk preparation room, 
a fully-equipped Procedure Room, a 
Breast Feeding Counseling Room and 
an Emergency Neonatal Room. These 
improvements have given us a greater 
ability to meet the needs of our youngest 

and most vulnerable patients. After 
months of anticipation, the unit finally 
opened in November.

The community branch of our Neonatal 
Program required a great deal of planning 
but, after receiving official permission 
from the Ministry of Health in October, 
our outreach program got underway. This 
program takes a group of nurses from 
the Satellite Clinic into communities to 
provide government health workers with 
neonatal care education. Early recognition 
and assessment of neonatal illness, 
effective stabilization before referral and 
safer transfer to Satellite are our goals 
of community education. Through the 
dual approach of Health Center capacity 
building and coaching, and improved 
hospital based care in a designated unit, 
we aim to improve neonatal morbidity 
and mortality.

Quality Improvement 
Ambulance Transfer Service
Another significant area of improvement 
in 2014 has been the ambulance transfer 
service. Over a period of three years, the 
percentage of patients transferred from 
the Satellite Clinic to AHC who later die 
in AHC decreased from 33% (2012) to 

23% (2014). These improvements began 
as the result of changes made following a 
2012 transfer audit. In addition, scenario 
training, a focus on continuous patient 
monitoring en route, revisions to the 
transfer protocol and discussions with 
AHC ER staff have all contributed to 
positive changes in the transfer service. 

In 2014, we had the opportunity to 
present our ambulance transfer service 
at two clinical conferences, in Bangkok 
and in Singapore. There was significant 
interest in how we transitioned from a 
minivan with minimal patient intervention 
to our current ambulance transfer service, 
which is equipped with clinical escort 
and comprehensive patient monitoring, 
evaluation and intervention. 
With the help of Cambodia Oxford 
Medical Research Unit (COMRU), we 
have been re-auditing the transfer service 
through 2014 and will continue to work 
on further improvements in 2015.

Meet Sokea*
Sokea’s mother is a 19 year old woman who lost her first baby after a 
premature birth during her second trimester. Despite receiving antenatal 
care during her second pregnancy, her daughter Sokea was born 10 weeks 
prematurely (at 30 weeks) and weighed just 1.1kg. 
 Sokea’s mother lives in a very remote village called Pom O. After going 
into early labour, she was unable to reach the nearest Health Center 
at Khvav, 3km from her home. Sokea was literally born en route to the 
Health Center. Khvav Health Center referred Sokea and her mother to 

AHC’s Satellite Clinic- a journey of 74km. After arriving at AHC’s Satellite Clinic, the clinical team worked tirelessly for several hours 
in order to stabilize Sokea enough for an ambulance transfer to AHC’s 
neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) in Siem Reap. 
After one month in the NICU, Sokea is making excellent progress. She has 
begun feeding, and within a few weeks her lungs should be developed 
enough to allow her to breathe without support. Thanks to the high 
level of care and cooperation between AHC’s Satellite Clinic and AHC, 
Sokea has survived the most difficult part of a premature birth. Without 
the critical early intervention at AHC’s Satellite Clinic and the timely 
ambulance transfer service, it is unlikely that Sokea would be with us 
today. Sokea is already a fighter: born on the road at only 1.1kg, her story 
of survival is truly remarkable. 

*Patient’s name has been changed for confidentiality
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From July to December 2014, the 
Medical Education Center (MEC) 
maintained its activities in medical 
education. This included the 
maintenance of the ongoing AHC 
Pediatric training program for Junior 
Medical Doctors, as well as weekly 
Medical lectures as part of the 
Continuing Medical Education for 
Medical Staff. A total of 61 sessions 
were conducted with an average 
of 54 attendees. The MEC offered 
lectures on Mortality Case Review (6 
sessions, 62 attendees on average); 
Paediatric Topics Review (24 sessions 
with 57 attendees on average); 
Radiology Conferences (11 sessions 
with an average of 43 attendees); 
Journal presentations on published 
research (3 sessions with and average 
of 61 attendees), and an additional 
17 sessions on other topics such as 
Advanced Pediatric Life Support and In-
Hospital Infection Prevention. 

Excellent professional nursing care is 

“I am continuing my education 
so that I can become a 
Certified Public Accountant 
(CPA) and attain the level 
of international finance 
professionals. This will allow 
AHC’s non-medical side 
reflect the same level of 
professionalism that currently 
exists in the medical side. As 
AHC contiues to build the 
capacity of its Khmer staff, I’m 
very happy to be a part of the 
Management Team.”

-Ky Siek
Deputy Chief Financial Officer

2014 was a very busy year for our Medical Education Center: not only did we 
conduct many medical trainings and educational sessions, but also sent our 
personnel to receive capacity building training outside of AHC.

Education and Research Department

Both Phan Va Morgan and Ky Siek went to Phnom Penh for advanced career development to continue their respective 
certification processes: Phan Va is currently working through a course in biomedical equipment use. Ky Siek, our Deputy Chief 
Financial Officer, continues to work towards becoming a certified accountant.  

essential at AHC. The nursing staff is 
constantly upgrading its knowledge 
and skills through weekly nurse-
led presentations and topic-specific 
physician-led lectures. The education 
activities include regularly scheduled 
lunch talks on Tuesdays, and lectures 
presented by Doctors and Nurses on 
Thursdays. To maintain and upgrade 
the knowledge of AHC’s Nurses, the 
Nursing Department strives to advance 
the Continuing Nursing Education 
(CNE) Program. This program is usually 
overseen by our senior Nurses. CNE 
included 108 sessions with an average 
of 70 attendees at each session. 
Scheduling conflicts prevented the 
Nursing presentations from continuing 
as planned during the first quarter, 
but this has since resolved. Once 
presentations resumed, 50 lunch-
time sessions were conducted with 
80 Nurses in attendance on average. 
In all, an average of 40 members of 
the nursing staff attended each of 
the 31 sessions. A further 27 Doctor-

led sessions were conducted with an 
average of 38 Nurses in attendance.
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External Education
Working in direct collaboration with the Ministry of Health through AHC’s External Program Department, the Education and 
Research Department provides extensive education and training opportunities in standardized high-quality pediatric care for 
government healthcare professionals throughout the region. Advanced Pediatric Life Support, Trauma Care, Infection Control 
and Nutrition courses are just a few of the many training programs recently conducted at AHC.

AHC Education seeks to improve healthcare for children throughout Cambodia in the following ways:

	Provide advanced pediatric training to health professionals nationwide 
	Implement and sustain a mentor-based model where those who receive such training go on to use their newly 
 acquired skills toward training other medical professionals
 Increase the number of qualified medical personnel throughout Siem Reap Province and greater Cambodia
 Strengthen the medical programs of local and national government hospitals and health centers throughout 
 the country
 Increase collaboration between the Ministry of Health, government hospitals, Regional Nursing Schools, 
 NGOs and private institutions
 Establish a code of ethics and conduct to be emulated by other health centers around the country

“The work you [AHC] are doing in 
Cambodia will change the way medicine is 
practiced in that area of the world.” 
 –Dr. Joseph Carcillo, University of Pittsburgh

R e s e a r c h

Medical Research at AHC 
continues to flourish

Research activities at AHC have continued to grow and diversify. Congratulations to Dr. Phara whose study on ophthalmic infections 
in children was published in BioMed Central (BMC) Research Notes this year. A further three scientific papers were also published in 
peer reviewed journals, detailing research conducted at AHC. A number of AHC’s senior doctors are conducting individual research 
projects that will be submitted as a thesis to obtain specialist training recognition in 2015. These include research on rheumatic heart 
disease and neonatal illness.

In 2014 the very first qualitative research methods course was held by the Cambodia Oxford Medical Research Unit (COMRU). Ten 
AHC staff attended this three day course which was intended to introduce staff to study methods such as interview techniques, 
conduction of group discussion and data collection. The group worked very hard and by the end of three days had written an outline 
of a study that the group wishes to conduct looking at the reasons why families take their children home against medical advice. 

Community based research on neonatal mortality is on-going in the Sotnikum Health District. This will allow AHC’s Satellite Clinic 
team to identify villages where more support and education is needed to stop preventable neonatal deaths.
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ព្រឹត្តិការណ៍ជតិះកង់ ដ�ើម្ បីជួយឧបត្ថម្ភ�លម់ន្បីរដ្ទ្យកមុារអង្គរ ដេត្ដ�ៀមរាប

ចុះដ ម្ ះចូលរមួ៖  ពីថ្ងៃទី ១ ដល់ថ្ងៃទី ២៣ ខែសីហា ឆ្នា  ំ២០១៤ រ�ៀងរាល់រ ោ៉ ងរ្វើកា�

តមមលៃ៖    ១០ ដុល្លា � កនាុងមយួនាក ់(ទាងំខែមែ� និងប�រទស)
Entrance Fee $US 10 per person (both Khmer and foreigner)
Sponsorship:  Minimum donation of $US50 for sponor’s logo on our banner and t-shirt
ទបីកននលៃងចុះដ ម្ ះ៖  ហាងកងរ់ហាះរសៀមរាប  រោជនីយដ្ឋា ន រេស៊ា ន សខ្វ� និង មន្ី�រពទ្យកុ៉�េង្គ�

បញ្ជា ក់ (Note) ៖ េនាកចូល�មួត្រូវ៉នអាយុចាបពី់ ១៥ ឆ្នា រំ�ើងរៅ និង៉នសុែោពល្អ៉មំនួ។ េនាកចូល�មួអាច 
ទទួលបាន អាវយឺ្ មកួ កង ់ទឹកប�សុិទ្ធ រភសជ្ជៈ អាហា� សំ�ន ់និង អាហា�ថ្ងៃត្ង ់�មួទាងំ៉ន ឱកាសឈនាះ�ង្វ នក់នាុង 
កា�ចូល�មួរលង ខលបែង កំសន្តផងខដ�។ 
Participants must be from 15 years old up and have good health. They will get free T-shirt, helmet, 
bike, refreshment, and lunch box as well as having chance to win a prize from playing fun games.

្័ត៌មានបនន្ថម  �មូទាក់ទងមកកាន់៖
Cambodia Cycling: 012 886 145 / info@cambodiacycling.com
Asian Square Group: 012 997 163 / kimpho@asiansquaregroup.com
Angkor Hospital for Children: 099 739 474 / soula@angkorhospital.org
Online: www.cambodiacycling.com
Join us: www.facebook.com/CambodiaCycling

ឧប្្ថម្ភរដ្យ៖

ការចូលរមួឧបត្ថម្ភ  (Donations)៖ កា�ទទួលកា�ឧប្្ថម្ភតបតពឹ្្តរ�ើងចាបពី់ថ្ងៃផសាយដំណឹងរនះ �ហូ្ដល់ថ្ងៃទី 
៣១ ខែ្នាូ ឆ្នា ២ំ០១៤ (Donations are accepted until December 31st, 2014.)

Local Community Gets Involved
Cyling for Environment and Children Health

This event began with welcome speeches 
at Asian Square Restaurant and Lounge 
followed by distribution of sanitary 
gloves and trash bags to all participants. 
During this event, participants helped 
clean-up Siem Reap’s streets en route to 
the cycling start point. 

After collecting trash from Siem Reap’s 

On August 31st, 400 participants participated in a trash 

pick-up and cycling event in the beautiful Cambodian 

countryside as part of the “Cycling for Environment and 

Children’s Health” event hosted by Cambodia Cycling 

and Asian Square Group.

streets, participants received mountain bikes 
and helmets at the start of the cycling portion 
of the event. 

Riders passed incredible Athvea Temple, 
before breaking for a delicious snack catered 
by Asian Square Restaurant and Lounge. 
There was also a raffle with many prizes 
donated by local supporters, a quiz filled with 

fun facts about AHC, a slow bicycle race 
competition and many more fun games and 
prizes. Thank you, Cambodia Cycling and 
Asian Square Group! We hope to see more 
of our supporters  in July 2015 for a repeat 
of this great event!

On December 7th, 127 people 
donned Angkor Hospital for 
Children’s OneTeam-OneRace-
OneDay t-shirts and participated  
in the Angkor Wat Half Marathon 
event. Our team was made up of 
95 Cambodians and 32 foreigners, 
showing the wide base of support 
for AHC both in Siem Reap and 
abroad. 
Our team’s energy and excitement 
was palpable as they lined up 
before dawn for the 21km and 
10km race around the beautiful 
Angkor temples. As the gun went 
off, runners from around the 
world charged the course as the 

OneTeam - OneRace - OneDay
Thank you again to all those who participated and helped raise funds to support 

AHC and the children we treat.

crowds went wild. While the 
competitive spirit was alive 
and well, AHC’s team offered 
support to each other and other 
runners as the race continued. 
Despite the grueling distance 
and heat, our team was in high 
spirits throughout the race 
thanks to the huge smiles and 
encouragement from local 
children and families all along 
the course. It was a very special 
weekend. We look  forward 
to seeing you on the 6th of 
December 2015 for another fun 
run through the temples!
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Fundraising Around the World

The Further Adventures of Dr Bob (UK)

Taste The World (Canada)

Ava’s Fifth Birthday Party (HK)

Angkor Hospital for Children (AHC) is incredibly grateful to our international friends and supporters for doing such a wonderful 
job of hosting creative fundraising events abroad and here in Siem Reap. Not only do these events raise much needed funds 
for our hospital, but also spread the word about AHC and the impact we have upon our community.

Victoria Charity Gala Dinner (Cambodia)

We thank each and every organizer and attendee for taking 
the time to contribute to our hospital in such a meaningful 
way. Without your continued support, AHC would not be the 
high quality facility it is today. 



Markus Hufnagel’s contact with AHC 
occurred almost entirely by chance. 

During a 2007 visit to Cambodia, he 
and his wife Natalie just happened to 
share a tuk-tuk with a lab technician 
from AHC. During the short trip, 
she told him of the wonderful 
collaborative atmosphere at AHC 
and about the hospital’s wide range 
of innovative programs. After this 
chance encounter, Dr. Hufnagel 
connected with AHC. This has led to a 
series of collaborations.

“My work at AHC has been an extremely 
enriching experience, both on a personal 
and professional level.”

Bringing both medical and non-medical skills from all over the world, 
the long history of volunteers at AHC has helped make this hospital what it is today.

Volunteers at Angkor Hospital for Children

Meet Dr. Markus Hufnagel
In the years since, Dr. Hufnagel, 
who is a professor of pediatrics and 

infectious diseases from 
Freiburg, Germany, has 
joined AHC as a volunteer 

physician and lecturer on 
four separate occasions. 

During his first working visit in 
2008, antibiotics were prescribed 
to more than 80% of admitted 
patients. Recognizing that this likely 
represented an over-prescription of 
antibiotics, Dr. Hufnagel implemented 
studies to track such prescriptions 
in order to reduce the proportion of 
patients unnecessarily prescriped 
antibiotics. Over-prescription is a 
main contributer to antimicrobial 

resistance, and Dr. Hufnagel has 
helped reduce antibiotic prescription 
rates from 80% of patients to an 
appropriate 45% in 2014, thanks to 
an on-site teaching program and the 

aforementioned studies.
Not only is this change significant for 
the effective treatment of infection 
in AHC’s patients, but is also vital for 
the community at large, since AHC 
is an important role model for the 
medical community in Cambodia. 
Hopefully, this project will contribute 
to a country-wide reduction in 
antibiotic prescription levels.
AHC would like to thank Dr. Hufnagel 
for his ongoing support. 

V o l U N T E E R S  AT  A N g k o R  H o S p I TA l  F o R  C H I l d R E N

B oA R d  o F  d I R E C T o R S

AHC is committed to sustaining the public’s trust through effective governance and full transparency.

AHC is governed by a volunteer Board of Directors consisting, at the end of 2013, of eight members. Three further members 
were invited to join the Board in 2014, and another three members were officially appointed in early 2015. Two Board 
members resigned in early 2015.

The Board of Directors is responsible for determining strategy and policy, as well as overseeing the Hospital’s activities.

The Board of Directors oversees four specialized committees: Education Committee, Finance and Operations Committee, 
Medical Oversight Committee and the Development Committee. Three Cambodian representatives from the AHC management 
team, as well as AHC’s Medical Executive Director Dr. William Housworth, participated  in all Board meetings. The four 
specialized committees see a large presence of AHC Cambodian staff.

Angkor Hospital for Children is registered as a charitable organization in Cambodia and Hong Kong and has also been 
incorporated in the United States for fundraising purposes (Dr. Robert Nassau is the President of this entity).

To learn more about AHC’s Board of Directors, please visit: http://angkorhospital.org/about-us/board-of-directors/

Kenro Izu
Robert Gazzi (Chairman)
Dr. med. Katja van ‘t Ende (Chair of Medical Committee)
Stuart Davy (Chair of Finance and Operations Committee)
Lindsay William Cooper (Chair of Development Committee)
Lisa Genasci (Chair of Education Committee)
Hartmut Giesecke (Resigned in 2015)
Akio Matsushima (Resigned in 2015)
Alistair Thompson
Francesco Caruso
Dr. Nick Day (Appointed in 2014)
Dr. Ngoun Chanpheaktra (Appointed in 2015)
Prak Manila (Appointed in 2015)
Tep Navy (Appointed in 2015)

Cambodian Leadership present all Board meetings in 2014:
Dr. Ngoun Chanpheaktra
Prak Manila
Tep Navy 

Dr. William Housworth, Executive Director

B O A R D  M E M B E R S
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S T A T E M E N T  O F  A C T I V I T I E S

Note: Angkor Hospital for Children produces financial statements on an accruals basis and these are audited by Baker Tilly 
Hong Kong. Financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2014 are available upon request.
*In 2013 Emergency Room and Intensive Care Unit costs were combined.

ExpENSES  SAlARIES  ExpENdITURE  ToTAl % oVER ToTAl

2014 2013

H E A lT H  S E R V I C E S

Outpatient Department  $251,059 $221,255 $473,314 8% 8%

Inpatient Department  $434,368 $221,636 $656,004 10% 13%

Emergency Room  $73,119  $82,768  $155,887  2%   *

Intensive Care Unit  $292,476  $331,073  $623,549 10% 12%*

Surgical Department  $245,134  $429,909  $675,043 11% 9%

Satellite Clinic  $317,612  $310,642 $628,255 10% 10%

Eye Clinic  $74,482  $141,517  $215,999 3% 3%

HIV/Homecare Unit  $94,398  $78,059  $172,457 3% 4%

Dental Clinic  $65,331  $52,844  $118,175 2% 2%

Physiotherapy Unit  $25,734  $6,362  $32,096 1% 1%

Ultrasound/X-rays Unit  $53,834  $36,378  $90,212 1% 1%

Pharmacy  $49,160  $7,474  $56,634 1% 1%

Laboratory  $107,921  $168,526  $276,447 4% 5%

Social Work Unit  $44,410  $11,181  $55,591 1% 1%

Neonatal Unit  $123,431  $90,073  $213,504 3% N/A

Total health services  $4,443,168 70% 70%
E d U C A T I o N  p R o g R A M S

Education and Research Department  $462,019  $226,048  $688,067 11% 11%

External Program Department  $63,037  $46,659  $109,696 2% 2%

Community Based Health Education  $89,919  $169,143  $259,062 4% 4%

Total education programs  $1,056,825 17% 17%
o V E R H E A d S

Administration/Management  $356,003  $282,719  $638,722 10% 10%

Development  $139,927  $64,505  $204,432 3% 3%

Total overheads $843,154 13% 13%
OPERATINg EXPENSES  $6,343,147

REVENUE

2014 2013
Contributions received from Donors $6,470,192 $5,615,414

Overseas government grants $103,212 $203,197

Sales of goods $24,696 $20,205

Donations in kind $127,223 $436,525

Other income $91,599 $95,205

Revenue  $6,816,922 $6,370,571

Less donations for purchase of capital equipment ($901,254) ($868,394)

OPERATINg REVENUE $5,915,668 $5,502,177

C o S T  A N A lY S I S  2 0 1 4

 

Unit Health Services Average cost per unit

2014 2013
Outpatient Department visit $6.72 $6.56

Emergency Room visit $9.22 $13.34

Satellite Clinic
visit in OPD + ER + patient in IPD + 
ambulance transfer to Siem Reap

$29.96 $29.97

Inpatient Department patient stay $167.13 $149.29

Surgical Department surgical procedure $473.79 $333.47

Intensive Care Unit patient stay $898.72 $798.70

Neonatal Unit patient stay $571.96 N/A

Specialized health services

Dental Clinic visits  $10.27 $7.93

Eye Clinic consultation  $20.40 $17.00

Physiotherapy Unit session  $11.07 $16.38

Diagnostics

Ultrasound/X-ray Unit test  $9.37 $10.49

Laboratory test  $3.29 $3.11

Note: These averages are estimates of cost per unit and are provided as an indication of the cost effectiveness of AHC. 
AHC provides a wide range of services and is able to treat a large number of illnesses and diseases, which require 
various types of treatments. Therefore the true cost for each treatment within the same department varies greatly.
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KEy CONTRIBUTORS

ADM Capital Foundation
AHC USA Inc
Alistair Thompson*
Anthony and Jane Weldon
Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd
Carraresi Foundation
Central Medical Stores (Cambodia)
Children of Cambodia
DAK Foundation
Deutsche Bank
Firetree Asia Foundation
First State Investments-Singapore
Fred N. Huston
Friends Without A Border - Japan
Friends Without A Border - New York
Interational Direct Relief/Abbott
Hartmut Giesecke*
Hrothgar Family Foundation 
John and Nina Cassils
KHANA**
Lindsay William Cooper*
MACH Project; Rotary Australia
Maitri Trust
Masumi Kamachi - Sensei
Michael & Jo Ann Avery
Mission Bambini 
Morris Family Foundation
National Center for HIV/AIDS, 
   Dermatology and STD (Cambodia)
Planet Wheeler Foundation
Ptarmigan Charitable Foundation
RICE Fund
Richard P. Haugland
Rosebud Charitable Trust
SEVA Foundation - Cambodia
T&J Meyer Family Foundation 
The Global Fund
TO Holding As

Albizia Capital Pte Ltd
Alison Jackes
Andre and Sheila Anzarut
Angkor Kinders
Anton Foundation 
Arlene Howard
Astrid and James Findlay
Belguim Association
Brian O’Sullivan
Bud and Ronayee MaLette
Bunting Family
Cambodia Cycling Co., Ltd
Care At Home Services
Caring for Cambodia
Cassils Wettstein Asia Fund 
   Foundation
Centrillion Pte Ltd
Christine Chu
Cooper Investments
Corina and Paul Reynolds
Dan and Mandy Simmons
David and Manjy Sidoo
Deb and Brian Hunt
Destination Asia - Cambodia
Dilawri Group of companies
Dr.  Kevin Kishin Gandhi
Dr.  Marvin Godner, MD
Dr.  Walter Keller
Dr. Michael and Jane Wollnough
Dynamic Pharma Co., Ltd.
East Meets West Foundation

A H C  F R I E N D S  &  F A M I L I E S

As a non-profit pediatric teaching hospital, Angkor Hospital for Children depends on your support to provide 

high-quality, compassionate care to the children and families in our care. AHC is profoundly grateful to those 

who have chosen to partner with Angkor Hospital for Children to advance health outcomes for Cambodian 

children while building the capacity of quality medical professionals through training and education. With 

your partnership, AHC continues to be one of the leading pediatric teaching hospitals in Cambodia. 

Eli Svanhild Risha
FIDR - Foundation for International 
   Development /Relief **
Francois Turner
George and Dori-Ann Stubos
Gilly Webb
GIZ Cambodia**
Goldman Sachs Charitable Gift Fund 
Hans Wolf
Heather Notman
Hollis Wealth
Il Forno Restaurant Siem Reap
Ira M Mitzner Trust
Jack Cohen Family
James Alexandroff
James Brown
Japanese Embassy Phnom Penh
John and Rebecca Mackay
Kids International Development 
   Society
Langlois Brown
Laura M. Paletz
Laura Mitzner
Leanne Brothers
Leanne Scorah
Leon Blackmore Foundation
leSchal
Lianne & Alan Peretz
Linda C. Chandler
Lyle Langlois
Mahidol Oxford University
Malaysian Medical Relief Society
Maria Fong
Marie-Michele Desfosses
Marily Means
MEDiCAM**
National Pediatric Hospital 
   Cambodia (NPH)**
Norwest School

University Research Corporation
   (URC) Cambodia**
USAID
Wieland and Susan Wettstein

Open Heart International
PDI Cambodia
Robert A. and Jane Ellis
Rotary Club Okayama, Japan
Rotary Club Richmond/Vancouver
Shannon Belkin
Siem Reap Health Center**
Siem Reap Provincial Health
   Department (partner)**
Siem Reap Referral Hospital**
Singapore International Foundation
Sjovegan High School
Steph Bartel and Brent Davies
Strand Properties Ltd
Stuart and Alison Paul
Susan Aynsley and Priidu Juurand
Susan Scott Gabe and Tim Wymann
Suzanne Brown
Tara Peretz
The Marshall Foundation
The Victoria Charitable Trust
The Wettstein Family Foundation
Timothy Gamble
Tina and Ron Hulbert
Tom Hodson
Travel Indochina (Cambodia)
UBS AG
UCSD Heart Team
University Germany
University of British Columbia 
   Dental Foundation
Victor Chen
Victoria Angkor Resort and Spa
Willy and Eileen K. Ma
World Childhood Foundation
3735 Investments Ltd

CORNERSTONE CONTRIBUTORS

* AHC Board of Directors
** Partners

Since Angkor Hospital for Children opened, it has been the beneficiary of thoughtful and generous support 

from local businesses. Since we are known throughout Cambodia for our quality, compassionate children’s 

healthcare, “local” extends well beyond the city limits of Siem Reap. With grateful appreciation, we honor the 

small businesses who support Angkor Hospital for Children by accommodating a donation box, hosting a blood 

drive, recommending us to your guests as a non-governmental organization to support and by hosting local 

fundraising events.

ABA Bank
Amansara
Anantara Angkor Resort & Spa
Angkor Balloon
Angkor Century Resort & Spa
Angkor Christine Hotel & Neang 
Puon KTV
Angkor Era Hotel
Angkor Holiday Hotel
Angkor Miracle Resort & Spa
Angkor Pura House
Angkor Reach Restaurant 
Angkor Super Market 
Angkor Trade Center
AnnAdya Restaurant & Bar
Artisans d’ Angkor
Asian Square Restaurant & Lounge
Auberge Mont Royal d’ Angkor
Babel Guesthouse
Banyan Leaf Hotel
Belmond La Residence d’Angkor
BIDC Bank
Borei Angkor Resort & Spa
Buffalo Trails
Build Bright University
Butterflies Garden Restaurant
Cambodia Bikers Club
Cambodian Chef’s Association
Cambodian Events Organizer 
   Co., Ltd. 
Canadia Bank PLC
Casa Angkor Hotel 
Check-point (Temple Pass)
City Angkor Hotel 
Clinic 777
Dyna Boutique Hotel
Dynamic Pharma Co., Ltd
Exotissimo Travel Cambodia

FCC Hotels & Restaurants 
Feeling Entertainment
Florida International School 
Freedom Hotel 
FSUN Tourist Siem Reap
FTB Foreign Trade Bank
Golden Mango Inn
Golden Temple Hotel
Golden Temple Villa
Grand Soluxe Angkor Palace 
   Resort & Spa
Happy Guest House
Hard Rock Cafe Angkor
HIS Cambodia Travel Co., Ltd
Holiday Palace Casino & Resort
House Sun Tour & Travel
Huy Keang Exchange
Independence Hotel
Indochina Partner Travel
Island Bar
Ivy guest House
Japanese Clothes Shop R-NIPPON 
   (Kuwano Rieko)
JHC Angkor Tour
JHP 
Khemra Angkor Hotel & Spa
Khmer Angkor Tour Guide 
   Association (KATGA)
Kei Kei (Cambodia) 
   Human Resource
Khmer Kitchen Restaurant
Khmer Soup Restaurant
LBL Group
Lin Ratanak Angkor
Little India Restaurant
Lóasi Italiana Restaurant
Ly Sreyvyna Clinic 
McDermott Gallery

Mekong Angkor Palace Hotel
Monoreach Angkor Hotel
Mulberry Boutique Hotel
Myhibiscus Hotel & Resort
Neak Tep Clinic
New Star KTV
Old House Restaurant
ONE TV
Opportunities of Development 
   Through Art(ODA)
Pannasastra University of 
   Cambodia
Phnom Penh International Airport 
Prince d’ Angkor Resort & Spa
Prum Bayon Hotel
Psa Krom Clinic
Raffles Grand Hotel d’ Angkor
Reach Bo Pagoda
Ree Hotel
Rosy Guesthouse, Bar and Restaurant
Royal Angkor International Hospital
Royal Angkor Resort
Seng Huot Hotel
Shadow of Angkor Guesthouse
Siem Reap International Airport 
Sokha Angkor Resort
Sokha Hotel Group Co., Ltd
Sokhalay Angkor Resort & Spa
Somadevi Angkor Hotel & Spa
Soria Moria Boutique Hotel
Soup Dragon Restaurant
South East Asia University
Sovann Angkor Hotel
Sovanna Shopping Centre 
   Phnom Penh
Steung Siem Reap Hotel
Sunhim Electric
Sunrise Children’s Villages

LOCAL SUPPORTERS

Tai Ming Plaza Hotel
Tara Angkor Hotel   
The Cambodia Daily
The Sugar Palm Restaurant
The Villa Siem Reap
Tivea Tep Orsoth World Care Co., Ltd.
Triangle Bar and Restaurant
Two Dragons Guesthouse
Under Construction Bar & 
   Restaurant
Union Commercial Bank PLC 
   (UCB Bank)
Vattanac Bank
Vitking House
Volunteer Platform
Wat Bo Temple
Weaves of Cambodia
Woori Finance Cambodia Plc
X Bar



Aaron Van Van Pykstra
Abel Clark
Adam Freis
Adrienne Clark
Aglaia Investment Management Pte
Ailsa Barker-Lawless
Akiki
Alan Katz
Alana James
Albany College of Pharmacy and Health
   Sciences

Albert & Karina Sobre
Alex Le
Alex San
Alexander and Fiona Henderson
Alexander O’Connell
Alexandre Debanne
Alfred Lee
Alice Campbell-Lamerton
Alison Jackes
Allen Oliver
Ally Mazzoni
Amanda Gervay
Amanda McCluskey
Americares
Amy Tennent
Anakhot Kanagawa Nursing School
Andrea L. Richardson
Andrei Borsaru
Andrew Scalingi
Anita Watt
Ann Routos
Anna Sayn
Anneliese Diedrichs
Annelle Eben
Anthony Northam
Arlene and Arthur Hayes
Arun Sinketh
Arthur Sher, MD
Asia Academic Experience
Association Sounvi
Asuka Masuda
Barbara Elks
Barbara Levy
Barbara Wise
Bedrock Foundation
Ben & Acissa Powell
Ben Cooper
Benita Chan
Benjamim T

Benjamin and Kalyan Westley
Bob Wells
Bonnie Sutherland
Brenda Mcallister
Brian Dolan
Brian Morrison
Brian Shannon
Bruce Anderson
Bruce Haibo Yuan
Bruce Howitt
Bruce Macfarlane
Candy Spilner
Carl Fricke
Carol and Scott Taylor
Carol Kai Jok Tan
Caroline & Tom Langlands
Caroline Scambary
Carolyn Bergan
Carrie Clark
Celeste and Peter Dakoulas
Chanthy Minh
Charles Cowan
Charles MaLette
Chlaponski
Choo Guan Yeoh
Chris Botsford
Chris Chapman
Christian & Susanna Sack
Christine Shimoda
Christopher Anctil
Clayton Reichert
Coral Hanevold
Core Value Group
Corine Watanabe
Corpus Chnsti Immersion Programme
Craig Amor
Dani Aillon
Daniel E. Neely, MD
David Ham
David Walter
Deborah Pines
Debra Walton
Diana Mary Lau
Dimitar Iankov
Donald Britt
Donald Stemmle
Donna Bryant
Donna Constant
Doug Letheren
Douglas Price

Dr Bernard An
Dr Bob* & Nancy Nassau
Dr Dilshad Sumar Lakhani
Dr Frank Dugg
Dr Marvin A. Wayne, MD
Dr Michael Wall
Dr Neil McMullin
Dr Walter and Mrs May Kitagawa
Edgewood College
Effie Seiberg
Eftychia Strataki
eggscellent
Elaine MacDonald
Elisa Marionni
Emily Friedman
Emily Lyons
Emily Waterman
Eric & Tara Baker
Eric Van Van Delden
Evans Patterson
Fleur Eng-Reeves
Florian Weskamp
Francesco Pertile
Francoise Lagrave
Gale Criswell
Gareth Jonh David Evans
Gary Hall
Gary Oconnor
Gavin Fleer
Gerard Mulligan
Gloria Lunz
Hal Luftig
Hala Meylan
Hannelor Lob Kaiser
Harry Townshend
Harvey & Nancye Kobrin
Heartbeat Healthcare Pte Ltd
Hedeto Nakamura
Hersey Steven
Hisao Takeda
Hope for Children
Hugo Robinson
Inge Visser
ITE College East
Ivo Boudrie
Jacobs Jacobs
Jacquelyn Hayes
Jacquie Palmer
James Gleason
James Hickey

Corporate and Individual Donors 

Every donation to Angkor Hospital for Children makes a difference in the lives of the children entrusted in our care. Thank 
you to the following corporations and individuals who have offered their generous support to Angkor Hospital for Children.

Janden Halliday
Jane Bertine
Jane Tam
Jane & Michael Woolnough**
Jay Bosshardt
Jeff Hurst
Jeffrey Cowie
Jeffrey Turner
Jemma Kampz
Jennifer Crawford
Jennifer Flackett
Jennifer Neal
Jeremy Ayers
Jeremy Bliss
Jessie Gilbert
Jill Diamond
Jim Hendrix
Jimmy Leong
Joel N Bleicher
John Rough
John Sarcone
John Waters
John Willis
Jonathan Pflieger
Jonh Bishop
Joseph File
Joseph Kornelsen
Joseph Sovella
Joseph Spinden
Joyce Kwek
Jules Brayman
Julia Geister
Julia Zhu
Juliana Cook
Julio Portalatin
Justine Wardrop
Kamil Gasewicz
Karan Aneja
Karen Giese
Katie Letheren
Katie Zemenick
Kelvin Ang Wei Ming
Kenneth Greenberg
Kenneth Harvey
Kerrie Quirk
KIDS AT RISK - CAMBODIA (KARC)
Kids Matter Singapore
Kristina Brodeur
Kyle Lane
Lan Mei Chan

Laureen
Lenore Robertson
Linda Johnson
Linne Yun
Lisa De Boer
Lisa Stepholt
Lot Serebour
Louise Weston
Luigina Anna Vinci
Luz Rooney
Madelyn Gearheart
Magdalena Mair
Maggie Lane
Marcia C. Landry
Marcus Gilb
Margaret Bradshow
Margaret Holmes
Maria Keller
Maria Kormann
Marianne Czerwinski
Marie Benjaminsen Sheehan
Marie Stocker
Marissa Truepenny
Mark Hodgson
Marsha Cohen
Martha Pinto
Mary Pahl
Mary S. Clark
Massimo Lodola
Mats Liliedahl
Matt Larochelle
Matthias Faes
Matthys Hendrik Visser
Meagan Blair
Meassa Pascal Pong
Medical Tour Australia Group
Melissa Hobley
Melissa Johnson
Melvin Ang Wei Jinn
Michael Glogowsky
Michael Sullivan
Mikaela Dilworth
Mike Cullen
Monita Rath
Nakamaro NPO Corporation International 
Friendship Exchange Association NARA
Nancy Tanner
Neil Masterson
Nick Rickett
Nicole Ascott

Nicole Carter
Nicole M Richards
Niki
Nina (Bettina) Burr
Nobuo Kudamatsu
Norma Schmider
Norman Chan
Noureddine Laouir
Oberle Family
Office of Development Assistance-Japan
Osaka Shin-ai College
Parminder Basran
Pat Scheans, NNP, RNC
Patricia Cox
Paul Burgum
Paul Winfindale
Paul Yau
Paula Walter Schwartz
Pauline Gibbons
Peter Braun
Peter Cubit
Peter Kautsky
Peter Nosalik
Philip Brittan
Pia Van den Boom
Pich Chenda Thea
Pierre Yves CATRY
Rachel Cane
Rebecca Craigen
Rebecca Maxa
Rebecca Woolnough
Renate Jackes
Richard Henker
Richard Mandel
Rita & Joao Marta
Rithy Thach
Robert Gazzi*
Robert Monaco
Robert Orbe
Robert Thomson
Rochon Claube
Rodney Stevens
Roger and Karen Edgley
Roger Harmon
Roswitha Bauer
Ruth Hooper
Ruth Moore
Ry Muth
Sally Ozonoff
Sam Relief Inc.
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Sami Bettaieb
Samuel Collins
Sandra Raison
Sandy Reese
Sanne Beavin
Sarah Cottee
Sareth Y
Sashi Rananseera
Scott Woodruff
Seline Schmalzbauer
Shalom College Bundaberg
Shivam Patel
Silvan Colani
Simon Fernandez
Simon Martin
Singapore Airlines
Siobhan Patterson
Sithat Han
Soben Hak
Sonia and Jeffrey Hayes
Soo Choon Kiat
Soong Kan Seng
Sophea Loung
Sophia Ty
Sophie Kim
Stela Chang
Stephanie Hawes
Stephen Goldtein
Stephen McMurray
Stephen Philip Hunt
Stephen Schoenberger
Stephen Tierney
Stephen Wright
Steve Dean
Steve Nassoura
Steve Pellerin
Steven Bryce
Steven Chen
Sue Nadeau
Suken Bhandari
Susan and Greg Fitz-Gerald
Susan Kaufman
Tara Peretz
Teachers Accross Borders
Teik Ee Tan
Teo Saw Choo
Terry K. & James M Crowe
Tha Tou
Thanh Hang Truong
The Spear Family 

Theodora Stervinou
Theresa Kelley
Thomas Anselmino
Timothy and Virginia Beaulac
Timothy O’Connell
Tina & Bill Wardrop
Tom Cripps
Tony Johnson
Turner Construction 
Ulrike klopsch
United Way of Milford
University of San Francisco
Vanny Ros
Veha
Vernice Moh
Victoria Bonnell
Vippy Wong
VIVA Foundation for Children
Volodymyr A. Zhovnir
Welin Juang
Wendy Weissman
William John Glenwright
William N. Lisberg
World Mate Emergency Hospital
Xavier Hairston-Khan
Yamaoka Tomoko
Yanjun Zhang
Yap Laifun
Yiwen Wang

As a nonprofit hospital, we are entirely grateful for all those who have supported Angkor 
Hospital for Children. We have made every effort to be accurate in this listing. Should you find 
any omissions or errors, please do not hesitate to contact the Development Department: 
T: (855) 063 963 409 ext. 7035 | Email: ahc@angkorhospital.org



www.angkorhospital.org
ahc@angkorhospital.org
+(855)63 963 409


